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Group Projects and Collaborative Writing

Working with a group on a project can be a pleasure: responsibilities are equitably divided, the
tedium of work is punctuated by conviviality and commiseration, and large problems dissolve under

scrutiny from a variety of perspectives. Working with a group can also be frustrating,
seemingly indirect and digressive, as well as anxiety-ridden and inconvenient. But still, the product of

group work has better odds for success than does the product of an individual.

While we give lip service to the value of the rugged individual, admiring groundbreaking

geniuses like Newton, Woolf, Einstein, and McClintock, or yearning for the self-sufficiency of the early

settlers, the social reality is that, for most of us, the bulk of our professional lives will be spent working

in cooperation and collaboration with others within committees, research teams, boards, departments,

professional societies, or corporations. Self-sufficiency is arguably a noble ideal but also arguably an

obsolete one- a visit to your local survivalist's cave in the hills will quickly demonstrate that absolute

independence most often results in a primitive crudity which few of us are willing to accept as the price

for uncompromising self-sufficiency.

WHY DO GROUP WORK IN THE UNIVERSITY?

Groups and teams are particularly successful in work that demands judgment. If you were faced
with a lawsuit, which would you prefer-a trial before a single peer or a trial before a jury of twelve of

your peers? While physical and tasks such as information retrieval are obviously
expedited when a group performs them, tasks requiring judgment are notably slowed down but improved

when groups undertake them. Working in a group is also one of the best ways to learn how to make

better judgments on your own, because you ge t to see other people's successful and unsuccessful

judgment-making processes.

Group decisions have been demonstrated to be generally superior to individual decisions for four
reasons: 1) Members of groups can offer complementary and supplementary information, perspectives,

and opinions, making the pooled knowledge greater than the sum of its parts. 2) For many of us, the

simple presence of without interaction-spurs us on to think harder and more creatively
than we do by ourselves. 3) Within groups, the most confident, conscientious, and creative members

tend to prevail. 4) Mistakes made by the group are more likely to be detected by a group member than
individual mistakes are to be detected by an individual.

Individualism, then, while crucial during adolescence as we work on discovering and establishing

personal identity (which itself is largely anchored in reference groups), must be modified or

supplemented with mature work in groups. Adults must find ways to integrate their personalities into

groups. When your instructor gives you group work, she is demonstrating to you both her confidence in
you as adults and her determination to teach you about the world which you will be entering after

graduation. She appreciates the difficulties that she is imposing upon you-but recognizes that group

work is essential to your education and to your future.

While we're on the subject of the afterlife: When you begin writing resumes, grad school

applications, and letters to prospective employers and when you prepare for job interviews, you should

think seriously about including some infonnation about group projects that you've worked on, including

infonnation about the nature and scope of the project, your roles in the group, and the degree of success of

the project. Employers want to know about your past experiences in the type of group work that you'll

encounter on the job.



HOW TO USE TI-IIS BOOKLET

Most of this booklet talks about how to handle long, complex group assignments-eollaborative

term papers, group presentations, field research, and the like. Thus, some of the comments are
irrelevant to quick projects for which the group is formed for only an hour or less. However, even in such

short-lived groups, some of the principles and communication skills disrussed here will apply. I f you
have a course in which the teacher frequently uses groups during the class session, many of the ideas
suggested here will work for you, and a quick skim of the booklet will help you to identify those

sections. I f you have a course in which groups are fonned for the long haul, you'd do well to read the

booklet once and skim it at least two times during the quarter:

1) Before you begin group work: Use the booklet to get prepared for group work. Read the booklet
thoroughly in preparation for the first meeting of your group so that you have a general idea of how to

proceed and how not to proceed. As you read, think about groups you've worked with in the past,

identifying their strengths and their weaknesses. You should also think about the effectiveness of your

own participation in groups-what skills do you already possess? what skills should you be working on

this time around?

2) As your group works: The booklet makes several suggestions along the way about procedures
that you may wish to consider using in your group. You can also use the booklet as an authority with

which to keep your group on track. When you think that the group is digressing or floundering or

breaking down or going too fast, tell the group. I f you don't want to sound too critical of the group, make
the booklet the focus of your critique ("According to the booklet, maybe we should ...").

3) After the group project has ended: I f you're really serious about learning how to work with

groups, review the booklet after your group has finished the project. Evaluate the group's performance:
what traps did the group fall into? how and why? Evaluate your own performance as a group member.

MAKING YOUR GROUP A SUCCESS

The trick in group work is to remember that you are doing two things at once. In a collaboration,

you must not only talk about and work on the problem which the group faces, you must also talk about

and work on how to talk about and work on the problem which the group faces. Robert F. Bales, a
Harvard researcher on groups, has found that the most effective groups are those in which there is a

balance between a.) building a sense of solidarity among members and b.) getting the group's task

accomplished (Goleman). Robert Sternberg, a Yale psychologist, similarly, suggests that what he
calls the "Group IQ" is a product not only of the sum of the group's intelligence but the sum of the group's

social skills. Intelligence without social skills--or social skills without intelligence-handicap a group

severely (Goleman). During the life of the group, you will need to alternate your perspective between

that of a participant (in order to get the task done) and that of an observer (in order to get a sense of

how well the group is working as a group).

Students who are inexperienced with group work too often believe that time spent discussing

group organization, establishing a friendly cooperative spirit, re-integrating members who have

strayed, and coordinating efforts is time wasted that would be better spent on accomplishing the

apparent task at hand. While this may be the case in a very few extremely chatty and distractible

groups, it more usually is not. Remember that meetings are rarely meant to accomplish work on the

group's task-most of that work will occur between meetings. Meetings are used primarily to define,

initiate, and control the tasks that members will undertake between meetings. Thus, the success of a

meeting can only rarely be judged on the basis of what "work" gets done while the group is together.

Students also often make the mistake of thinking that a '1aissez faire" attitude will help the

group to "evolve" naturally into a success-forgetting that another evolutionary possibility is

extinction. Letting a group take what appears to be its natural course-without trying to steer it or to
create leadership, structure or method- is inviting disaster. Similarly, waiting for a "born leader" to

emerge within the group is dangerous. Two writers on group theory put it bluntly: ''You are not born

with group skills, nor do they magically appear when you need them. You have to learn them"

(Johnson and Johnson, 21). The way to learn them, obviously, is by working in groups. But during that
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work, you will have to force yourself-and, on some occasions, force the group-into seemingly artificial
behaviors. Any skill-playing the guitar, riding a bicycle-requires an initial invesbnent of mental
and physical energy, making us do things that do not come "naturally," over and over again until they
do. And, of course, any time we do something that does not come "naturally," there will be a certain
amount of tension and anxiety. Group work is no different.

BASIC PRINCIPLES: BAD GROUPS AND GOOD GROUPS, OO'S AND ooN'TS

The most basic principle of group work is simple, easy to remember, and all-important:
Communicate, communicate, and communicate! When in doubt, communicate. When not in doubt,

communicate. A high school education and a few years of college have not taught your fellow group
members to read minds-and you should not expect them to. I f you have an idea, say it. In a good group,
your idea will be received with the understanding that it's necessarily preliminary and tentative, and

you won't have to worry about being punished for it. In a bad group, you'll quickly realize that your
major task is to tum your associates into a good group.

Based upon your own experience (however limited) or even upon your hopes and fears, you know
the difference between a bad group and a good group. In a bad group, participants feel little or no
commitment to the group's goals. People ignore the rules and get away with it. Members compete with
one another. Members are offensive, or defensive, or both. Members don't come to meetings, or they

attend but withdraw from discussion and don't do any work. You're stuck with all the work and a bunch
of ingrates and freeloaders.

In defense of bad groups, you should note that few groups start out with this awful set of attitudes
and behaviors. They evolve into these patterns because they find that the time spent on group
activities is not a rewarding and productive experience. You need to make sure that the group is
rewarding and productive, both for yourself and for other members.

A good group, on the other hand, is accepting and supportive. Members share an understanding of
the goals of the group, and they are committed to them. Members listen actively and carefully to one
another. Members assert their own ideas without attacking the ideas of others. Good ideas are
rewarded. Members look forward to participating because their ideas are respected. Everybody
pitches in, and everybody wins.

In order to make your group a good one, you will want to follow these do'sand don't's-and to
encourage your fellow group members, both implicitly and explicitly, to do the same:

Do's 1. Be considerate. Stimulate others-by asking questions and making
suggestions-without pressuring them.

2. Support the ideas of other people vocally. Silence may be understood as
tacit approval-or may be interpreted as apathy or disdain. When you like
someone's idea, say so.

3. Be aware of others' feelings. I f feelings are getting in the way of the issues,
address the feelings first and the issues second.

4. Listen actively. Make sure that you understand the ideas of others.

Paraphrase these ideas, as you understand them, in order to make sure you've
got the message-and to help spur others on to refinements and new ideas.

5. Invite criticism of your own ideas and work. You can help to establish an
open and therefore productive atmosphere by making it clear that you know
your ideas are tentative and not necessarily perfect. Give permission to others
to help you refine your ideas and writing.

6. Accept that others are imperfect too. Particularly, be aware that

communication breaks down in the best of groups. I f someone misunderstands
you, don't get exasperated or angry, and don't try to assign the blame for the
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breakdown in communication. Simply restate your idea: '1 guess I didn't make

myself clear. What I meant to say was ... ."

7. Feel free to disagree with the ideas of others and to critique the work of

others-but layoff the people. Don't identify peoples' names with ideas that

you are criticizing.

8. Remember that any non-obvious ideas initially appear strange-but that

most of the best ideas are not immediately obvious.

Don'ts: 1. Don't continually play the expert. Playa variety of roles.

2. Don't pressure people unnecessarily.

3. Don't punish people for their ideas.

4. Don't continue an argument after it becomes personal-either for you or for

your fellow group member.

5. Don't give in too easily when your ideas are criticized. The excellence of the

group is a product of constructive conflict. Don't faIl prey to "groupthink"-
sacrificing high-level thinking for the sake of group cohesiveness.

GROUP PHASES

Finally, over the life of the group, be aware that you'll probably go through several phases,

some pleasant and some not so pleasant. Creative conflict is essential to success, and signs of tension are

Most groups go through four phases: Forming, Stonning, Nonning, and Perfonning (Tuckman).

Forming: During the initial stage of the group, structure is developed, roles are

assigned or claimed (both implicitly and explicitly), status relations between members

of the group are established, norms begin to emerge, shared values are discovered, and
general procedures for decision-making and problem-solving are agreed upon.

Storming: Conflicts in values, perspectives, goals, power, and information are

discovered and foregrounded, and progress toward resolution is begun. This is often a

creative stage and shouldn't be avoided.

Norming: As conflicts are discovered and resolved, the group's approach to

communication and problem-solving, for better or worse, is more firmly established.

Performing: Having established roles, personalities, and norms, the group's

time, attention, and energy is increasingly directed at the group task and decreasingly

concerned with group maintenance, procedural questions, or personalities.

These phases are not to be moved through as rapidly as possible. Problems in performing may often be

traced back to insufficient storming and norming, for instance. Group discussion, while storming out

some controversies, may return to issues involved in forming-redistributing responsibilities,

rediscovering common values, and modifying procedures. Similarly, a group having difficulty in

performing may-either implicitly or explicitly-need to redefine some norms. During the first

meeting, in particular, you need to lay a lot of groundwork and get a firm foundation. Your group's

success depends upon it.
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YOUR FIRST MEETING

Be prepared for a long first meeting. I f possible, schedule it to last two to three hours. A common
and predictable pattern for groups is to spend seven weeks in confused milling around, followed by two

weeks of frantic work, finally producing a finished but iIl-<:onceived project in the tenth week.

A thorough organizational meeting at the outset can work wonders in preventing this pattern.

The first task of the group is to get itself together. Even before you begin to tackle the assignment,

you need to make some decisions about group organization. These first few decisions are crucial, since

they will be difficult to undo. Moreover, the way that you reach these decisions is also

important-while the group may explicitly decide upon certain rules of procedure which will be

followed throughout the life of the group, the group will also develop tacit, implicit norms as it

proceeds. Thus, if the group appears initially lackadaisical and indifferent, if some members of the

group remain silent or unengaged, if some members of the group begin to dominate the others, these are

the first problems that you have to solve. And we Take the initiative. Don't expect these

problems to solve themselves. Time heals nothing. It's incumbent that you take responsibility to

change this behavior or attitude at the very beginning. Silence, far from being meaningless, is a sign of

approval. I f you remain quiet, you will have given tacit assent to this behavior-and a highly

undesirable, unproductive, and potentially destructive norm begins to take root in the group.

Use the following agenda in order to make your first meeting effective and productive:

Agenda

1. Get acquainted: Inventory your resources. (Forming)

2. Discuss group structure/ leadership. (Forming)

3. Explore your understanding of the task/project (probably the

most frequently omitted step). Don't jump into discussion of

solutions until you've surveyed all members about the

problem. (Forming and storming)

4. Discuss possible approaches/solutions/ methods. Brainstorm.

Capitalize on any resources you identified earlier in the

meeting. (Storming and Norming)

5. Assign tasks. Create the agenda for next meeting. (Performing)

First, sit down in a circle and get acquainted. Give everybody a minute of airtime. Each person

should tell the group his or her name, interests related to the project, background related to the project,

other courses taken appropriate to the project and so on. Nobody should be interrupted. Take a

thorough inventory of the group's resources.

Second, establish a structure by appointing a coordinator and recorder.

Then, under the gentle direction of the coordinator, and with the recorder faithfully taking

notes, work on defining the problem that the group faces. Again, go around the circle and let everybody

have a chance to define the task that faces the group. Remember that the focus here is the

identification and definition of the problem, not the solution. First, let everybody have a say on the

problem definition, and then begin discussion that will lead to a consensus on the definition. Don't let

discussion start until after everybody has had a chance for uninterrupted definition.

Next, brainstorm for solutions to the problem. First brainstorm freely, and then go around the

circle, giving everyone a chance to make suggestions. Then discuss the solutions to the problem in order

to reach a consensus.
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Finally, break the solution down into its parts. What will have to be done in order to accomplish

the goal of the group? Assign tasks and deadlines. Create an agenda for the next meeting. Establish a

time and date for the next meeting.

Each of these agenda items are discussed in considerably more detail below.

FORMING:

Getting acquainted: Who are all these people, anyway? When your group first pulls chairs

together, no doubt you feel a bit of tension or anxiety, and this problem needs to be addressed. Often,

groups try to alleviate these feeling by creating a distraction-plunging immediately into the assigned

task. But the nervousness inhibits everybody, and so the work on the task is compromised. Deal with

people and their needs first. Then tum to the task. This principle holds true throughout group work:

Don't try to handle people problems by attacking issues-and don't try to handle issues by attacking

people.

Throughout group work, issues should be primary and personalities should be secondary. You can

do your part in maintaining this system of priorities by addressing issues rather than personalities.

Still, personality no doubt will playa part in the relative success of the group, and personality clashes

are a possibility. I f you think that you absolutely cannot work with another member of your group,
consider asking your instructor to switch you into another group. The question, however, is not whether

you can work blissfully with this group member-but whether you can work at all with him or her. I f

you think that a change in group is absolutely necessary, you face the problem of finding a group that

will accept you after it's gotten started. You can make both your lot and the professor's easier by

checking out groups before you ask to be switched.

An introduction procedure: Even groups with long histories commonly experience some tension at

the beginnings of meetings, and anything you can do to relieve it will be appreciated. Go around the

group and introduce yourselves as you take an inventory of resources. Each member should talk a little

about potentially related experience and coursework in the area of the topic or project. You might also

share any knowledge you have of the instructor or previous classes with the instructor, if you think it

would be of value. You needn't take this procedure altogether seriously-at the beginning of the first

meeting some humor is both welcome and necessary in order to relieve the tension that everybody is

feeling but nobody is talking about.

After the inventory of resources, prepare a group roster of names and phone numbers SO that you

can contact each other in times of emergency, of which there will no doubt be one or two. Don't make just

one list-pass around a piece of paper for each person.

Structure, Group Maintenance Roles, and Task Roles: Perhaps the major reason that students are

discomfited when an instructor assigns group work is that the familiar, comfortable structure of the

classroom is dissolved. The instructor, formerly the leader and guide, has apparently abdicated

responsibility. Students often feel the pressure of the responsibility which has been shifted to their

own shoulders-and yet also feel a perverse relief that their major responsibility is "only" to each

other, as if this responsibility to one another were somehow less demanding than their responsibility

to the instructor. It's true that your group members have less power over you than does your instructor,

but you are quite dependent, nonetheless, upon your group members for the success of the group project.

Too often, we are slow to replace the absent structure with a new structure, and some groups never

do so at all. Your group needs a structure, and your first job after introducing yourselves to each other

should be to establish some leadership. Tasks need to be identified and preliminary assignments need

to be made.- You need to appoint people who will be in charge of different tasks and who, while

accepting maximum input from other members, will bear (and be entrusted by the group with) final

responsibility for those tasks. Perhaps the two most immediate and most important functions to define

are those of the meeting coordinator and recorder.

When students are asked to list problems they have encountered in previous project groups, the

most commonly cited difficulties can be traced to a lack of leadership and coordination:
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defining/assigning tasks, enforcing participation, scheduling meetings, setting and agreeing upon group
goals. This list of challenges facing most groups is certainly not exhaustive, but you get the idea. Many
of these problems arise because groups often decide to operate without a designated leader. People
don't want to have things get too "formal." They would rather just let things "evolve," Almost
invariably this is a mistake. Group work must be coordinated-and important ideas and agreements

must be recorded. Without leadership/coordination, most groups will probably evolve into the 'bad
group" style we sketched earlier. Who needs it, when there is work to be done, a deadline to meet, a
grade to be earned, and maybe even fun to be had?

I f your group project is long-term, you may wish to rotate the duties of coordinator and recorder so
that everybody has a chance to learn these skills-and so that all group members will be responSive
and helpful, knowing that their tum in these roles will come. However, you're probably better off with
a permanent coordinator or a permanent pair of co-coordinators. Research indicates that groups with a

single, designated coordinator work more efficiently, have fewer interpersonal problems, and produce
better products than groups without one (Hollander). Groups that are concerned about giving one person
too much concentrated power, however, should consider appointing co-eoordinators.

Choose your coordinator or co-eoordinators democratically-with nominations (yes, people can
nominate themselves) and a vote-either roll-call or secret ballot. (Don't draw straws: drawing straws
creates an atmosphere in which the one selected is viewed as a loser-and you don't want your group
being led by a loser. Your coordinator needs to know that she has the confidence and trust of a majority
of the group members.)

Coordination: There are some important tasks that successful groups must perform. The
coordinator's job is to make certain that these tasks are addressed:

1) making sure that the group's objectives get defined
2) maintaining the group's orientation toward those goals
3) facilitating group action and interaction by making sure that procedures are

established.
4) creating an agenda for each meeting,
5) actively soliciting ideas from every group member,
6) making sure that the group stays on track during the course of meetings,
7) making sure that the points of view of each member are clearly understood by other

members,

8) assigning tasks and projects to members,
9) monitoring group cohesiveness and member satisfaction,
10) trying to move the group towards consensus,
11) bringing the discussion to a definite close, and
12) helping the recorder record ideas accurately.

While the coordinator should make sure that these tasks are addressed, this does not mean that the
coordinator does them all. I tmeans that she brings them before the group at the appropriate time, she
presses for decisions from the members, and sometimes she makes a few herself. Occasionally, she may
take on one or two of these obligations. But the job of the coordinator is not to do all of the work; rather,
it is to ensure that the group members work together to get it done.

Some other behaviors are peculiar to the coordinators, and would be counter-productive if

adopted by all the group members. The coordinator needs to be particularly careful not to use her
position in order to impose her own ideas on the group. Whenever possible, she should deflect
attention back to the group. She should avoid the tendency to offer commentary after every speaker.
When questions are raised, they may be directed at her (for lack of anyone else)-but she should bounce
them back to the group. The group members have given the coordinator a position of power, but she and
the group must be careful that the power is always returned to the group.

The coordinator should be particularly sensitive to the idea of "constructive conflict," While
remaining neutral in most arguments so as not to use her position of authority to prejudice group members

about the merits of opposed arguments, she should block any premature resolutions of disagreement.
Quick decisions are often ill-considered decisions. Whenever possible, the coordinator should try to
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extend the processes of brainstonning. analysis, discussion, and evaluation. However, when a deadlock

seems evident and all the "constructive" in the "constructive conflict" has been exhausted, the

coordinator should help the group move towards a compromise and consensus.

At the end of the meetings, the coordinator should clarify and paraphrase all the decisions,

agreements, and promises that have been made. This is very important. The review and summary of

agreements will serve to clarify and reinforce the collective understanding of the members. I t helps to

lock in the assignments and obligations that people have accepted. The coordinator should also solicit

suggestions regarding the agenda and procedures for the next meeting. Finally, the coordinator should

ask the group to evaluate the meeting that's just been completed-what worked and what didn't, why,

and why not.

Recording: The recorder's job is to make sure that questions, ideas, problems, suggestions,
assignments, and decisions don't evaporate into the rarefied atmosphere of the group's discussion. He

helps to keep the group from wasting its time going in circles. Too many groups waste time because

members do not recall the important business of the group from meeting to meeting. The recorder doesn't

have to be a secretary, nor does he have to take the minutes of the group meeting-nothing this formal

is required. The recorder is responsible for recording as accurately as poSSible the important ideas that

are discussed-whether or not the ideas are decided upon positively. Questions that the group needs to

have answered should be noted so that people can be asked to get the necessary infonnation. I t is

especially important to keep a record of decisions that have been made and agreements that have been

reached. Sometimes a group reaches an implied consensus (it appears that everyone agrees, even

though the agreement is not explicit) and it is very helpful for the recorder to note this so it can be

checked and perhaps confinned at the end of the meeting.

Informal Roles within the Group: Aside from the fonnal roles of coordinator and recorder, most

groups need and find people to playa number of other group maintenance roles essential to the health

and the progress of the group. For many of you, some roles will come quite naturally. For others, they

may be more difficult. But someone has to take them on. Too often, students think that the only way to

contribute to a group project is by supplying infonnation or writing sentences or typing. However,

students who do a good job in any of the less fonnal roles listed below make an inestimable contribution

to the group as well.

1) Encouragers: Encouragers are essential in creating the supportive atmosphere necessary during

the first half of the group's work when you are brainstonning ideas. Encouragers are quick to support

vocally any ideas that they like. They invite the quieter group members to comment-either

positively or negatively-on ideas under discussion and to offer ideas of their own.

2) Feeling expressers: Feeling expressers too often are perceived as being digressive-not sticking

to the work at hand. But if anything can interfere with group work, it's unexpressed feelings. Feeling

expressers may express their own feelings-anger, pleasure, resentment, apprehension, pride, or

accomplishment-m they may help others to express or identify theirs. The most important skill

required of a feeling expresser is remembering to explicitly identify a feeling as a feeling. and to take

responSibility for their own feelings by using "1 statements." Good feeling expressers say things like

"I'm really upset that there's been so little discussion" instead of saying "Shari keeps dominating this

whole discussion and imposing her own ideas on the rest of us."

3) Hannonizers: Harmonizers help to resolve disagreements. One way to do this is by

depersonalizing them. Hannonizers insist upon referring to ideas by names that reflect the contents of

the ideas rather than by the name of the person who is arguing for the idea. Harmonizers consider

ideas upon their own merits. Hannonizers can frequently defuse a volatile and potentially destructive

argument by jumping in and paraphrasing the ideas of the two camps, calling attention objectively to

both the advantages and the disadvantages of both sides. Sometimes a hannonizer will simply crack a

joke to ease the tension-but will be careful to make sure that the joke is not at anyone's expense. When

a good hannonizer is at work-whether with humor or with reasoned compromise-no one member seems

to "win" over another member. I f an individual "wins," then someone else loses, and hannonizers don't

want losers in their group.
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4) Compromisers: Compromisers model behavior that will be necessary on one or more occasions
from all group members. Compromisers invite criticism of their own ideas. They sometimes withdraw
their ideas and can admit error and fa l!ibilH y. They create an atmosphere in the group which is
fertile because people are less apprehensive about being wrong-because harmonizers show that it's

always OK to back down and because people are consequently less afraid to criticize ideas for fear of
hurting someone's feelings. Compromisers show other group members how to detach their egos from

their ideas.

5) Gatekeepers: Gatekeepers keep an objective eye on the group's progress during the meeting.
They are concerned with having a balance of member participation in the group. They help keep
individuals from taking too much "air time," and they help draw quiet members into the discussion.
They also remember what has to be accomplished, and they keep an eye on the clock to make sure that
the group can accomplish it. While they don't condemn humor or gossip, they do interrupt digressions

that are inordinately long. And while they understand that group maintenance tasks are important,
they help the group coordinator keep to the agenda after group maintenance tasks are complete. They
help the group keep an eye on the tasks before them.

As should be clear, no single member of the group should be assigned to take on one of these roles
full-time. Nor should any of these roles belong exclusively to a single member. I f one of these roles is
not being filled, however, the coordinator should feel free to ask for a volunteer for the duration of the
meeting. Every member, at one time or another, is responsible for taking on each of these roles. Keep an

eye out for opportunities.

Some group members may choose, consciously or not, to play roles that are unhelpful to the group.
You have probably run into some of these:

1) Freeloaders: Freeloaders lack a commitment to the group. They make few or no contributions.
More on these folks in a moment.

2) Withdrawers: Withdrawers handle disagreement and conflict by silence, refusing to take a
stand. They cover their feelings and hope for the best. In so doing, they are withdrawing their
commitment to the group, and they forget that a moment of discomfort while taking a stand can go a
long way towards resolving the conflict that will otherwise prolong the discomfort.

3) Blockers: Blockers frequently raise objections to new ideas and repeatedly bring up a topic or
issue that the group has already discussed and disposed of. While the group may be done with the
issue, the blocker is not-and so, consciously or unconsciously, the blocker keeps trying to get the group to
return to the subject.

4) Status and recognition seekers: These folks try to distinguish themselves from the rest of the
group or dwell upon their achievements, or play games to seek sympathy of group members, switching
the discussion around to areas of their own personal expertise.

Clearly, the common denominator among these four roles is a clash between personal goals and
the group interest. Good group members constantly remember that their own personal interest is
interdependent with the interests of other members: "One for all" not "All for one."

Freeloaders, because they are not uncommon and because they are infuriating, deserve a moment of
special consideration here. The most direct way to cope with freeloaders is for the coordinator to ask
for verbal (or even written) commitments from all group members in which they describe, for example,
the amount of work and the type of work that they will be willing to do.

We can identify three sub-species of freeloaders:

1) The alienated: These people may have a problem with the group's project because their own
ideas weren't accepted or appreciated or respected as the group discussed the problem. The group bears
some responsibility for the alienated but not all. Make an effort to re-integrate the alienated into the

group by re-hearing their ideas or by encouraging their contributions to subsequent discussion, and then
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working to accommodate them. In some cases, however, the group will discover that the alienated are

just jerks in disguise.

2) The P/NPs: For some students in the group, the stakes may not be as high as for the others.

The group has the right, at the outset, to ask everybody about their commitment to the project. I f you

have a P/NP in your group, ask for a commitment in writing describing how much or how little work

the P/NP is willing to do. The P/NP's contribution may, in fact, be less than that of other members-but

at least the inequity won't come as a surprise. Some P/NPs are willing and able to do a surprising

amount of work.

3)The Jerks: You don't need a definition of a jerk here- you know the type already. What's

peculiar, however, is that student groups feel somehow honor-bound to protect jerks-even while they

resent them. You need to change this norm. Jerks should be warned early on that their lack of

contribution is unacceptable.

Task Roles: In addition to group maintenance roles, which are essential in keeping the group

unified and efficient, every member will have to play several task roles. As in the case of group

maintenance roles, each of us is more suited for some of these roles than for others. Take a look at the

list, identify your talents, and make a tacit commitment to yourself and to the group to be responsible

for your contributions to the group's task.

1) Initiators: Initiators are idea and work people. They put forward proposals, brainstorm for

ideas, and volunteer to undertake work between meetings. Everybody should try to be an initiator.

2) Information seekers: Information seekers help keep the group down to earth by seeking

information within the group as well as outside the group. After the group has talked about an idea in

the abstract for a while, information seekers identify the Specific questions that must be answered, the

data necessary in order to support the group's ideas, and the places where the information may be

available. Information seekers do their work within the group-asking members for the information

which informs their ideas-as well as in the library and the university community.

3) Information givers: Information givers realize that the knowledge of all group members is

partial and perhaps eccentric. They volunteer the information that they have available, assuming

that for someone in the group that information will be news. Information givers know that uninformed

people make uninformed decisions. The group should not punish information givers for giving

information that's "obvious" since such punishment will extinguish all information giving (and because

what's "obvious" to you may not be at all obvious to everybody).

4) Opinion seekers: Opinion seekers make sure that the best ideas survive by making sure that

everybody expresses an opinion.

5) Opinion givers: Opinion givers recognize that every individual will have a slightly different

perspective on a problem, and that the problem of the group is to recognize as many perspectives as

possible, choose some, and consolidate them. Opinion givers express opinions about everything from the

problem itself to the scope of the task that the group has undertaken. (Some members may try to play

this role exclusively-taking no responsibility outside of giving their opinions. In this extreme, of

course, the group seldom benefits.)

6) Clarifiers: Clarifiers are alert to the possibility of breakdowns in communication. They listen

actively to all members when they speak. When someone's comments are confusing because of their

length or because of ambiguities, clarifiers run a check by trying to paraphrase what they think the

speaker meant to say.

7) Elaborators: Elaborators are the key to teamwork's superiority to individual endeavor.

Elaborators listen carefully and sympathetically to the ideas of others, play the ''believing game"

(see page 12), and add their own details and modifications.

8) Summarizers: Summarizers help the group take stock of where they stand in the current

discussion by recapitulating the major points that have been made thus far, synthesizing information
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and decisions in order to help the group recognize the progress they've made and the tasks that still lie

before them.

Whatever role someone plays, whether it's helpful or hannful, it is singularly non-useful to ask
yourself why he or she plays the role. Assigning the characterization of "conceited egotist" to your

coordinator is harmful-you should merely be thankful for having a coordinator. Similarly, if and

when you try to confront a withdrawer, a blocker, or a status seeker, you need only call attention to the

specific behaviors that are interfering with the group. Analyzing the person's motives, more often
than not, results in further conflict and unwanted alienation.

STORMING: DEFINlNG GOALS AND SOLVING PROBLEMS:

Group work tends to ron in cycles. Erst, you need to identify and define the problem to be solved.

Then you need to decide upon a solution systematically, using discussion and sometimes negotiation to

reach a consensus. Next, you need to decide on the work that needs to be done to implement the
solution-usually work like gathering inionnation and writing that will be done between meetings
(performing). At any point within this larger cycle, you may encounter smaller problems-which send

you into a sub-cycle of problem solving, information gathering, and implementation. At the beginning of

each cycle, you need to take time to define the problem. that you are solving. Before you try to solve the

problem, survey the group for their definitions of the problem and come to a consensus about the

problem.

Problem solving: Broadly considered, most group work may be classified as problem-solving, if

we consider a "problem" to be any discrepancy between the way things are and the way we want them
to be. Thus, most tasks-from deciding upon a topic (problem: we don't have a topic but we want to have

a topic which will be interesting and challenging, and will potentially produce an A paper) to
designing a cement rowboat (problem: how can we make cement float?) to writing the discussion for a
joint lab report (problem: how can we account for the discrepancy between our results and the expected

results?). While most of us have our own individual and eccentric approaches to solving problems, it's

unlikely that these are shared by other members of the group. Many of us solve problems primarily at
an intuitive level-but it's unrealistic to expect the group to intuit the same ideas simultaneously.
Consequently, we need to adopt a systematic approach to solving problems, an approach which allows

maximum input in order to create consensus as well as efficiency in order to meet deadlines.

How not to solve a problem as agroup: The usual. unsystematic approach to group problem-
solving runs roughly like this: 1 . ) A solution to the problem is proposed, discussed, criticized, and

dropped or withdrawn. 2.) A second solution to the problem is proposed, discussed, criticized, and

dropped or withdrawn. 3.) A third solution to the problem is proposed, discussed, criticized, and

dropped or withdrawn. 4.) Time runs out. 5.) A hasty and usually ill-ronsidered decision is made, with

no analysis or planning for the future. 6.) The group adjoums, all members having a vague idea that

the gToup is going to do something sometime but that no one has to worry about doing anything yet. Do
not use this approach.

How to solve a problem systematically as a group: A tried and true approach to group
problem-solving, used in corporate boardrooms, think-tanks, and research institutes around the world,
runs roughly like this:

1) The group works on defining the problem as clearly and unambiguously as possible.

2) The group brainstonns for possible solutions to the problem, postponing all

evaluations of the solutions.

3) The group evaluates and tests the possible solutions.

4) The group chooses the best solution.

5) The group makes specific plans to implement the solution.
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This procedure can try the patience of the group coordinator-but the rewards for patience are

cohesiveness, commitment, and consensus, usually along with a solution to the problem which is

superior to a hasty decision. During the problem-solving session, the group coordinator should act

primarily as a facilitator and gatekeeper-keeping the group thinking and working at a pace which

will get everyone done within the given time, while making sure that all members have the

opportunity to participate. Research has demonstrated repeatedly that when a high number of

alternative solutions exist, group coordinators need to be as non-directive as possible, while still

keeping the group moving through the process. The coordinator may need to give the group four or five

minutes for random discussion at the outset of the meeting-members may need to ventilate feelings and

ideas unsystematically before getting down to a systematic approach. On the other hand, if members

of the group seem sluggish, the coordinator might suggest that all members work individually for five

minutes on paper-defining the problem and brainstorming solutions-and then return to the group to

share their ideas.

Define the task or problem: I t can be a tremendous mistake to assume at the outset that you or
anyone else fully understands the problem the group is attempting to solve. Frequently, insoluble

disagreements later on about the choice of an approach or a solution may be traced back to conflicting

definitions of the problem. The group needs to identify the problem as specifically as possible by

reading the assignment sheet if there is one and sharing their individual understandings of the

problem. Go around the circle to get everybody's perspective. Consider giving some attention to the

limitations of the problem-what Q.Q!i! you have to do? And you might talk a little about the criteria

you would use in choosing a solution: what would the solution have to accomplish in order to be

acceptable? Avoid the temptation to bypass this stage of problem solving. Perhaps one of the most

common and serious mistakes that groups make is skipping the problem definition or diagnosis stage

and moving directly to a discussion of solutions because solutions often seem so obvious and attractive.

Brainstonn for approaches to the task or solutions to the problem: Once the group has reached a
common understanding of the problem, it's time to start looking for solutions. Rather than considering

one solution at a time, you'll generally do better by brainstorming-holding a session for 10-30 minutes

during which group members simply generate ideas. The group's recorder should write down all of the

ideas someplace central and visible to all members, trying whenever possible to use the language of the

proposer.

During the brainstorming session, all ideas-including the humorous, the disastrous, and the

fantastical-are considered equal. Absolutely no criticism should be allowed, so that the purpose

remains focused on generating ideas whatever their value. Group members should feel free to modify

previous ideas, but these modifications should be recorded separately as different options.

Brainstorming should continue as long as possible. The obvious solutions are not always the best ones.

Remember that few problems have only one solution; your job eventually will not be just to find a

solution but to find the best solution among many.

Evaluate and test the solutions: After developing an extensive list, choose the most promising

ideas and circle or star them Consensus is not needed here. Any member of the group can suggest that an

idea be considered seriously. Then, one by one, develop improvements for each of the ideas under

consideration-elaborate upon the idea, modify it, develop it as fUlly as possible, bringing each idea to

its full mature glory.

Now go back and test each approach or solution: How does it address the task or solve the

problem you've posed? What parts of the problem don't get solved? What are the shortcomings of this

approach? Does the solution create any new problems? How much work will be required in

implementing the solution?

This procedure, of development and testing, can be used on many different occasions during group

work. You might wish to consider it, as does writing specialist Peter Elbow, as "the doubting and

believing game." Rather than having a free-for-all discussion about an idea, randomly alternating

between support and criticism of the idea, approach the idea systematically. For a given period of

time, let all members of the group pretend to support the idea fully, perfecting it and identifying all its
strengths. Then, for an equal period of time, let all members of the group pretend to be supremely

skeptical of the idea, identifying all of its weaknesses and shortcomings. Should the idea be adopted,
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you can use the list of weaknesses and shortcomings either to develop the idea further or to anticipate
the objections which it will meet from others so that you can defend it more thoroughly.

G1005eu soh.tion: I f a11goes well, one solution wi!! beclearlysuperior to the others at this
point. Choose that one. A decision by consensus-i.e. unanimity- is best. The group will fare best if all
members have freely chosen the idea, sharing responsibility for it and commitment to it. However, an
artificial consensus is often worse than no consensus at all, so beware. Rather than pressuring people to
reach a consensus, you need to encourage people to air their objections.

Remember that the superiority of group work to individual work lies in the diversity of
perspectives provided by the members. You can't use that diversity to your group's advantage if you
suppress it. Alfred Sloan, a former CEO at General Motors, is reputed to have ended a meeting as
follows: '1 take it we are all in complete agreement on the decision here. '" Then I propose we
postpone further discussion until our next meeting to give ourselves time to develop disagreement and
perhaps gain an inkling of an understanding of what the discussion is about."

"Groupthink" can be a common and destructive problem with group work-and it's all the more
insidious because it preys upon the cohesiveness of the group. The more "together" the group appears to

be, the more likely the group is infected with groupthink. I f consensus repeatedly comes easy to your
group, beware of groupthink. Group members are censoring themselves, believing that in spite of their
silent objections the apparent majority must be right. Consequently, even though many members of the
group may have doubts about the group's direction, each one thinks that only she disagrees.
Each member of the group is responsible for avoiding the hazards of groupthink. I f you have doubts,
voice them. Says Henry David Thoreau: "As for conforming outwardly, and living your own life
inwardly, I do not think much of that."

Constructive Controversy: Discussion and Negotiation: Just as for most of the other situations
groups face, you will do well to adopt some specific guidelines as you try to settle your differences of
opinion regarding the best solution. In fact, because this is such a delicate operation, you might do well
to have someone read this section aloud to the group before you begin. Few things are more frustrating
than discovering that you've been playing by rules that your fellows never heard of.

1 ) Remember that this is a group. There can be no individual winner or loser. Either the group
wins or the group loses. These are the only two possible outcomes of this discussion. Thus, the discussion
and negotiation must be viewed as cooperative rather than competitive.

2) All members of the group must be engaged in the discussion. No individual owns any given
idea. All ideas belong to the group. Separate people from ideas.

3) Don't lock yourself into a position. Remain flexible. Try hard to understand the ideas that

you're criticizing-few people appear so foolish as those who don't know what they're arguing against.
Summarize and paraphrase the ideas you oppose, and ask other group members to see if you understand
them correctly. "Foolish consistency," said Emerson, "is the hobgoblin of small minds." Feel free to
criticize and support the same idea.

4) Treat all group members with respect. The best idea will emerge through reasoned discussion
rather than through intimidation or suppression.

5) When possible, look for new ideas or new combinations of old ideas that will be satisfactory to
everybody. Don't turn a stalemate into a win/lose situation, and don't look for a compromise that
combines minimal satisfaction for each side. Look for an alternative that will reflect the common
values and assets of the ideas under discussion.

PLANNING FOR IMPLEMENTAnON:

Once you've decided upon a solution, break the solution down into all the tasks that have to be
done. Identify the sequence in which these tasks must be done. Establish deadlines for each of these
tasks. All of this analysis should be done by consensus before identifying who will be doing what. The

group should assign tasks to members according to their talents and resources. Some group members may
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wish to work in teams of two or three on their tasks. Group members may coordinate amongst

themselves. Now, work out a schedule for the rest of the project in order to establish deadlines for each

task. A model for a term-project might look like this:

Week 1: First meeting and beginning of research and other tasks.

Weeks 2 and 3: Continue research and tasks. Brief meetings for progress reports

and adjustments to any problems encountered.

Week 4: Meeting to discuss research and progress. Make any necessary changes

based on findings or lack thereof.

Week 5: Drafting of written material or organization of presentation material.

Week 6: Collaborative feedback and revision of writing/presentation. Group

meeting to review all work accomplished thus far. Drafting of

introduction and conclusion.

Week 7: Continued revision.

Week 8: Preparation of documentation. Smoothing transitions. Editing.

Week 9: Preparation of final copy.

Finally, choose an appropriate date, time, and place for the next meeting. I t is probably a good

idea to hold meetings often at the beginning of a project to make sure that things are in fact getting

underway. But nothing will get done collectively until each individual has done his or her homework.

I f you let the group down, the group may let you down: groups should reserve the right to exile
unproductive or non-<:ooperative members, or to write collective letters to the instructor reporting the

non-<:ontributions of individual members.

NORMING:

As the group moves from formation to discussion of the task, you will begin to form norms. Group

norms are your standard operating patterns, the group's common understanding of how things are done.

Group norms will develop, explicitly or implicitly, consciously or unconsciously, whether you plan them

or not. Each member of the group-particularly at the early stages of forming, storming, and

norming-should reflect periodically upon the norms that have developed. Norms are often

invisible-but they prevail nonetheless. They may be good, simple, commonsensical norms, like

"Members should not interrupt each other" or "Members should stick to the agenda unless all agree to

change it." Or they may be non-productive, more complex, but common norms such as "Members may

interrupt each other whenever they feel like it, except for Norman who can interrupt Cathy and Lynn

but not Marshall or Sid" or "Members can jump forward in the agenda but never backward."

Because norms will develop anyway, you should consider actively constructing some. Some norms

to consider would be as follows: "No group decisions will be made without a consensus, and all members

must work toward consensus." 'No item on the agenda will be considered discussed until all members

have spoken; the group will solidt comments all around the drcle before moving on." "All members

will come to meetings fully prepared."

During the group's progress, it may become apparent to you that some counter-productive norms

have developed. For example, sometimes a group norm evolves that two or three people do almost all

of the talking. Or perhaps a norm develops that some people always leave early before the

assignments are made. Rather than resigning yourself to one more frustrating experience with group

work, you should try to call the group's attention to the problem so that the norms can be adjusted. This
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can be accomplished tactfully if you emphasize behavior and principles, and downplay personalities,
framing your comments with a dear demonstration that your purpose in your comments is to help th£
group. An effective formula for making such a (actlui suggestion follows:

1) Confirm your own commitment to the group and to its success.

2) Identify precisely and specifically the behavior that you think is detrimental to
the group's progress.

3) Explain the disadvantages of the behavior.

4.) Ask the group for their feelings and thoughts on the subject-perhaps there are

persPectives that you hadn't considered.

5.) Ask for a group consensus on what to do. By returning the discussion and decision to
the group, you can avoid sounding like a scold.

COMMUNICAnON:

Interpersonal communication is the fuel of group work-it gets members oriented, work done,
decisions made, teamwork coordinated, and so on. Communication is, therefore, one of the primary
responsibilities for every group member.

In many cases, the old saying that actions speak louder than words is eSPecially true of group
work. Coming to a meeting unprepared, remaining silent for long stretches, constantly being critical
instead of supportive-all of these actions speak loudly to the group and will have negative effects
upon the group's morale and progress. Even body language can be a message to the group: sitting at a
distance from others, slouching back, crossing your arms, staring at the ceiling or out the window,
sticking your feet up on a chair between you and the rest of the group -all these actions cut people off
from the rest of the group as effectively as if they had openly insulted the members. I f people in your
group seem to be conveying some of these messages of nonparticipation, especially if they consistently
behave this way, someone in the group (how about you?) should address the issue in a constructive way.

When misunderstandings occur (and they will), remember that communication is a two-way
street. Problems of communication are just as likely to be the responsibility of the listener as the
responsibility of the speaker. When another group member is talking, you should still be fully engaged
in the discussion, actively listening. Avoid the bad habits of listening, most of which are the result of
putting your own concerns before those of the group:

1) Pseudo-listening: Your body language saying that you're listening, but your
mind is really in Tahiti.

2) Silent arguing: As another group member speaks, you begin to prepare your list of
objections. Try to play the ''believing game" more actively. (See page 12.)

3) Premature replying: You interrupt the speaker before he is finished.

4) Misplaced focus: Rather than trying to understand the fundamental idea of the
speaker, you start nitpicking on minor details to which you object.

5) Defensive listening: You hear the speaker arguing with you even when the speaker
is elaborating on your idea, asking you to elaborate on it, or fundamentally agreeing

with you. You relate all the speaker's ideas only to your own, instead of considering
them in their own light.

6) Forcing meaning: You read more into the speaker's words than could reasonably be

eXPected.
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When you speak, you can enhance the group's solidarity by speaking from the perspective of the

group. While it's appropriate to use "I" to voice personal opinions, you should be sure to talk about "we"

a_nd "us" aswell, Whenpeople use "you" to refer to the -group. it sep2.rl!tes them from t.1...e othei's. john

Brilhart, a popular writer on groups, characterizes the perfect group member as follows: 'The ideal

discussant supports the group's decisions. He speaks of 'we' rather than T and "they." He accepts a

full share of the blame for any group failure, and no more than his share of credit for group success. He

carries out any task that he accepted as a representative of the group, never accepting any

responsibility that he cannot or will not discharge" (43).

W R IT IN G AS A GROUP

Preparing a presentation is little different than writing a paper. The steps are the same:

researching, synthesizing, organizing, preparing the materials, and presenting. Thus, while the

guidelines below often refer to "writing," they may easily be adopted by groups whose major project is

an oral presentation rather than a written paper.

Like other tasks, writing collaboratively tends to take a bit more time than writing alone. I f at

all possible, the group should layout a detailed series of deadlines and dates for meetings in order to

eliminate as much of the last-minute rush (during which the majority of the work tends to fall to a

minority of the group membership) as possible. Also, like other group tasks, collaborative writing has

the potential to be far superior to individual writing, because the weaknesses and inadequacies of

individuals are caught by one another, while all the strengths of the individuals are pooled.

AN ALY ZE TH E W R IT IN G PROBLEM :

As with other group problems to be solved, the group should commence the writing process by

analyzing the "problem. " What exactly is it that will be written? How will it be organized? Again,

no matter how obvious the problem, it's to your advantage to address it and define it explicitly as a

group, in order to make sure that you all share an understanding of it. Most of the information you need

will probably come from your instructor or from the assignment sheet-but you need to make sure that all

of you are working with the same information and guidelines. In particular, in analyzing a writing

problem, it's useful to identify four major factors: Audience, Purpose, Message, and Persona.

Audience: To whom is your document directed? O f course, your instructor or TA will read it-you

can depend upon that. To that extent, you need to make sure that the document fulfills all of the

requirements imposed by these important people.

However, the assignment may direct you to write to another, broader audience-classmates, lay

readers, legislative assemblies, bureaucrats, professionals in the field. Take a few moments to analyze

the nature of this audience: how much do they know already? what do they need to know? what will

require extra explanation? what will they do with the information that you provide? Your answers to

these questions will help to guide your decisions about what to put into the paper, what to leave out,

and how much development to give to your different ideas.

Purpose: Oosely connected to your analysis of the audience is your conception of the purpose of

the document that you're writing. We write in order to change things. What changes in your reader or

in the world do you want your paper to effect? The two most common purposes in writing are informing

and persuading. You need to establish a primary purpose, so that if and when your purposes conflict,

you can decide how to resolve the problem. If, for example, you want above all to maintain an air of
objectivity, Le., to inform the reader, then you may have to eliminate passages of obvious rhetorical

contrivance which, no matter how persuasive, are clearly argumentative rather than informational.

Message: Closely connected to your purpose-and sometimes indistinguishable from it-is your

message. What's the main idea that you want to communicate to your reader? Again, having a clear

sense of your message will help you to make decisions about what goes into the paper and what doesn't.
I f, for example, while writing a paper designed to persuade your reader (purpose) that the radioactive

mine tailings on the Navajo reservation must be cleaned up (message), you come across an abundance of

interesting information about the tribal government, you will check-before including that
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information-to see if you can find any connection between tribal government and your purpose and

message.

Persona: Finally, you need to know the role that you are supposed to be playing as you write. Are

you supposed to be writing as experts in the field? as concerned citizens? as students? as reporters? as a

combination of these roles? Your assumed role is obviously connected to your relationship with your

audience, and it will determine the amount of authority you have and the proper tone that you should

maintain.

GROUP WRITING PROCEDURES:

Researchers on writing have determined that writing typically consists of a series of

sub-processes, almost any of which may be expedited and improved upon by collaboration: 1)

Brainstorming, 2 ) Information gathering, 3 ) Organizing, 4 ) Drafting, 5 ) Revising, 6 ) Editing. As your

group works, members should alternate as much as possible between performing these tasks
individually and working with the groU p- -Q f at least with another group member. The only task that

seems almost necessarily solitary is drafting-and, in fact, many authors collaborate even at th is

level-sitting together, talking sentences and writing them down but this takes great patience and an

almost intuitive communication process, both of which many of us lack.

Having established the general characteristics of the writing problem ( audience, purpose,

message, and persona), the group should then begin to brainstorm out the paper by using the

problem·solving procedures outlined above (pages 12-13). Some or all of the contents of the paper may

be pre-determined by the assignment-but in many cases the instructor will leave you a great deal of
choice or at least a lot of room to move within the guidelines offered. If necessary, brainstorm for
possible topics, evaluate them, and choose one. Then brainstorm for possible sub-topics, evaluate them,

and choose the most effective ones. Share information that individual members already possess. You

might go so far as to brainstorm and discuss possible organizations for the paper.

Once your group has reached a consensus on the writing problem(s) you face, you need to decide

how to proceed. The easiest and probably best way is to divvy up the sections or sub-topics of the paper

as you foresee it, trying to be as equitable as possible while at the same time trying to assign sections

according to the interests and talents of the members. Don't worry about-or assign anyone

responsibility for-the introduction or the conclusion at this early stage.

Information gathering: Groups with the luxury of a large amount o( commonly convenient time

might arrange to work in the library simultaneously. Members don't have to be working

collaboratively on the paper chase for information-that would be an inefficient duplication of tasks.
However, if one member has trouble tracking down an individual bi t of information, he can fall back on

some of the others for help. And since the infonnation sought after by one member can be of use to
another, working at a central location-a library table commandeered from other students-ean

expedite everybody's work. Plus, it's just good for the group's .sense of solidarity to see everybody

working. Should the group arrange such a coordination of work, any members who don't show up can

expect some hostility from other group members-no matter how much work they have done on their

own.

Drafting and revision: The group will probably do well to meet once after individual members

have gathered infonnation but before they have started writing. At this meeting, each member should
report to the group the information found-what one member has (ound may affect what another

member writes. The group as a whole should evaluate the quality of the information-its reliability,
objectivity, applicability, and so on. And the group as a whole can decide if further information is

needed.

The group may not need to meet as a whole during the initial drafting and revision processes, but

you should continue to work collaboratively-perhaps on a buddy system. I f possible, you might create
a convenient central location (or group members to drop off copies of their sections as they finish.

Computer bulletin boards or file-servers are particularly useful for this purpose. Having all of the

different pieces of the final paper on compatible diskettes will also make the final assembly of the
paper a lot easier.
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Each section that gets drafted should be read by at least one pre-assigned member other than the

author, and this. "J'l?viewer" should-offer the-authoi' OOITu""I\!fits primarily about'the substance of the

section. What questions remain unanswered? What assertions are insufficiently supported? What

connections are unclear? What material seems irrelevant? In order to do a good job, the reviewer
should try to imagine himself or herself as the intended audience for the piece-both the instructorITA
audience and the pretended outside audience. What would these people be looking for in the piece?

Would they find it? The reviewer should talk with the author about the piece thus far, both its assets

and its liabilities-and should also write down for the author at least four or five suggestions for

substantial improvements. Umit your suggestions to comments about substance at this point-no

comments about surface features like spelling, punctuation, usage or grammar are necessary at this early

stage.

After all the writers have revised their sections at least once, they should distribute copies to

all members of the group, a day or two before the next meeting, so that everybody can read everything

before the meeting. At the meeting, the group should discuss the work in progress, section-by-section,

offering final suggestions to each writer about the second-to-last revision. After the section by section

work, the group should consider what the piece as a whole looks like. Has the organization remained

finn and logical? Are connections clear? Fill in any gaps that may have been created as the paper
expanded and developed.

I f everyone has done a good job, you will find yourself with more than enough material. T hink

long and hard about what material can be cut. Remember that of the material has any merit in

and of itself. Material is only important insofar as it contributes to your purpose and message. In order

to alleviate any hard feelings by the author, phrase all suggestions about cuts in te rms of the

material's contribution to the purpose, and be sure to let the author know that you appreciate the work

that went into researching and writing the material.

Now is also the time to start to think about the introduction and the conclusion. Using the

problem solving procedure outlined above, come to some tentative consensus regarding what you can

conclude on the basis of yOUT information. You need not limit yourself to only one conclusion at this

point-and you should remember that a major conclusion is usually composed of minor conclusions. This

task, since it involves judgment, is particularly suited to and improved by collaboration. Once you've

identified the content of your conclusion, the group should assign the best writers to draft it.

Again, individual authors should work solitarily, making the fina l substantial revisions to their

sections of the body of the paper, as suggested by the group. Subsequently, they should do one revision

for style, usage, and grammar: check topic sentences, transitions, paragraph coherence and continuity,

ambiguous pronouns. Finally, after revising, each author should do one reading for editing: spelling,

punctuation, subject·verb agreement, pronoun-agreement.

Editing: After this laborious process, members should again trade off with at least one other

member who should do at least one revision and one reading dedicated to correcting surface details like

grammar, usage, spelling, and punctuation. As you edit your colleagues' work, make your corrections

freely. Cut unnecessary words, correct usage and spelling errors, and clear up any ambiguities.

Once again, a group meeting is in order once each section is in its almost-final form. Each group

member should have read every section thoroughly at this stage. This is the time for any fears, hopes,

or qualms about the paper to be expressed-before it is too late. After any final discussion and decisions,

final aSSignments should be made. I tmay be necessary to write a short introduction-assign two people

(writer and reviewerI editor) to do it. I t may be necessary to consolidate all documentation onto a single

page of references-assign two people (compiler and editor). Finally, of course, it will be necessary to

prepare the final copy of the document. I f all the sections are on compatible diskettes, this is hardly a

problem at all. If the paper needs re-typing, however, the easiest solution is to all chip in a few

dollars and hire a typist. Each member should be assigned to several pages (preferably not their own)

to make sure that the copy that's going to go to the typist is accurate and legible.
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Finally, the group should meet one more time, preferably someplace where something tasty is

served inexpensively. You can unwind, talk over old times, and officially disband the group here-as

long as someone has taken responsibility for making sure that the paper 'gets turned

....
AFTERWORD: GROUP WORK IN PROFRESSIONAL LIFE

A good scientist values criticism almost

more highly than friendship; no, in science,

criticism is the height and measure of

friendship. The collaborator points ou t the

obvious with due impatience. He stops the

nonsense.

-Francis Crick

In April 1970, an explosion in the service module of Apollo 13 disabled the main engine of the

spacecraft, cut off 2/3 of the energy available to the spacecraft, eliminated halt the oxygen and caused

a leak in the remaining oxygen. Mission Control in Houston had only twenty-four hours to solve the

almost innumerable problems before the astronauts would die. In spite of the lack of time, the project
coordinator at Mission Control confronted the problem by breaking the off-shift crew into groups of five

engineers each, who worked as teams on solutions to both the immediate situation as it unfolded and to

anticipated situations. Meanwhile, the flight directors were in constant telephone communication
with the teams of engineers at MIT who had designed the spacecraft and with the team of engineers at
Grumman Aircraft who had supervised the construction of the spacecraft. At Mission Control, another

team-eomposed of (ormer astronauts-worked on the human problems involved. Ultimately, including

people working at Mission Control and the people in the U.S. Sixth Fleet, approximately 10,000 folks

were involved in the rescue. The problem was solved, and the astronauts and the mission were saved.

The days of the lone scientist, with perhaps a trusted technidan named Igor, are long gone. With

the explosion of scientific information during the last half-eentury, scientists have become increasingly
specialized and consequently ever more reliant upon teamwork in order to undertake large projects.

Moreover, as applied science has increasingly been taken over and expanded by industry, large
industrial laboratories are increasingly the locus of research and the employers of scientists. Finally,

the development of "very big machines," as the Pythons would say, have made teamwork essential on

a daily basis in all of the sciences (Weinberg, 1057-62). One scientist, R. R. Wilson, summarizes his

experience of the large-scale shift that scientific work has taken from individual work to teamwork:

"As a young man, r accepted the cliche, and I worked hard to attain that exalted image of scientific
purity-the lone scientist in pursuit of the truth. But my search for truth led me deep into the nucleus of

the atom, and it is almost as hard to reach the nucleus by oneself as it is to get to the moon by oneself.

To reach the moon, one must join a large team, and to reach the nucleus one must also use the help of

others. I have resisted joining a team" but in the end I have succumbed. I t would seem as hard to a

nuclear physicist to attain the nirvana of independent research as for a rich man to pass through the

eye of a camel" (sic, 1076). The movement toward teamwork in physics, often referred to as

"Berkeleitis" in allusion to the Radiation Lab at Cal during the '405, quickly spread throughout the

country after WWII, from Berkeley to Chicago to Columbia to MIT.

In business, too, group work has been ever increasing, from quality circles of laborers to large think

tanks acting as consultants to major corporations and branches of government. In a recent study of 200 top

and middle managers, Lynn Oppenheim, a researcher from the Wharton School, calculated that top

managers spend an average of 23 hours per week in meetings (57% of their regular work week), and

middle managers spend an average of 11 hours per week in meetings. Apparently, the higher you climb
within the corporate structure, the more group work you'll be doing (Goleman).

Even academia, long a bastion of individualism, is beginning to reflect the recognition that

like com, papeT, or movies and recordr- is a social produet. The lists of

acknowledgements in publications are growing longer, and some writers who publish individually are
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beginning to recognize that in their writing innumerable other voices and intellects are speaking. One

collaborative research and writing team, Roger Fisher and William Ury (Getting to Yes), preface their
acknowledgements by admitting that their instrumentality in their book outweighs their originality:

'Tn tr'..!tn, so many r<>op-le have contributed :so extensively to our iearning over the years that it is no

longer possible to say precisely to whom we are indebted for which ideas in what form" (vi).

Historians, who have long focused upon the lives and decisions of individuals (e.g., Caesar,

Washington, Napoleon, Thatcher) are now re-examining history to look at the ways in which groups of

people have shaped events. In the history of science, for instance, Silvano Arieti has demonstrated

that though major discoveries may have been made by individuals, the clustering of such discoveries in

both time and geography (e.g, the Renaissance in Italy), indicate that environment and social support

play key roles in "individual" breakthroughs. Thomas Kuhn's Structure of Scientific Revolutions
examines in greater detail the way in which a discovery by an individual is really the culmination of

long and large, unorganized but cooperative and collaborative effort. Even in artistic fields, where

many still cling to the image of the inspired solitary artist engaged in expressing his or her soul, most

artists are recognizing that their work is an expression of their social context and of both their

predecessors and their contemporaries. One need look no further than to the insipid solo work of Paul

McCartney to recognize that a group of artists is more than just the sum of its parts. (But when

McCartney works with a John Lennon, a Stevie Wonder, or an Elvis Costello, even his greatest

detractors have to admit that his work shines.) Virginia Woolf writes that "masterpieces are not

single and solitary births. They are the outcome of many years of thinking in common, of thinking by

the body of the people, so that the experience of the mass is behind the single vision" (A Room of One's

Own, 68-69). Even when we think we are working alone, then, we are working together-as you no

doubt have discovered as you try to decide which information and ideas to footnote in a paper and

which to leave undocumented. After a certain amount of thinking and writing, your ideas become

inextricably interwoven with those of the authors you've read and the teachers and friends you've

spent time with.

Finally, writing itself is increasingly being viewed by theorists as an implicitly social rather

than solitary act. Michel Foucalt points out that the idea of an "author," with all its consequent ideas

of originality, plagiarism, copyright, and so on, is relatively recent and relatively artificial, blinding

us to the fact that all writing is a product of culture and society, for which the writing is a mere channel

and speaker. Kenneth Bruffee reminds his readers over and over again that "writing is not an

inherently private act but is a displaced social act we perform in private for the sake of convenience."

By writing in a group and with a group, we have the opportunity to discover how an audience of

potential readers responds to our work and thereby the opportunity to modify the writing through

revision in order to achieve more efficiently and satisfactorily the response that we want. Moreover,

by thinking and writing in a group, we are likelier to develop our ideas more fully and more creatively.

Peter Elbow explains, 'Two heads are better than one because two heads can make conflicting material

integrate better than one had can. It's why brainstorming works. I say something, you give a response,

and it constitutes some restructuring or reorienting of what I said. Then I see something new on the basis

of your restructuring and so I, in tum, can structure what I first said,"

Group work is here to stay. You might as well get used to it.
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